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Results in order of Preference 

1. SEL Supports 
2. Facilities 

3. ELA/Math Support 
4. Extended School Day 

5. Summer Learning Opportunities 
6. Technology 

 



What other recommendations do you want to share to improve the school response 
to the COVID-19 pandemic or future emergency situations? 

 

• I would suggest implementing opportunities for parents to learn the necessary ways to help 

their student succeed. (Example: How to check assignments in google classroom, how to 

conference on with a student about their work or test, how to help a student prepare for a 

test, etc.) 

 

• Mandatory vaccinations 

 

• Just lots of mental/emotional support 

 

• Have pediatricians working with school leaders to make decisions regarding health and 

safety. Professional cleaning service daily during peak flu season. Attendance policies need 

to be more flexible with online learning or makeup sessions offered to help with illness or 

emotional days off. No politics in school with staff making sure to keep there opinions to 

themselves. Classes to help kids stay organized once a week. Going forward offer a partial in 

school week with virtual classes some of the days. That may reduce the size of the 

classroom and make education better for every child. Virtual learning made bullying non 

existent. As soon as my child went back to school it was a stressor for my child dealing with 

kids different moods and drama. The reality of schools not having enough counseling for all 

the students in the building was obvious. 

 

• A major investment into the emotional & mental well-being of the students would be 

beneficial to acclumating students back into there regular schedules and responsibilities. 

During the lockdown school seemed less challenging, content wise, than what students may 

have been accustomed to during in-person instruction. Going for so long with less 

challenging material can create habits and patterns of behavior that may not be beneficial to 

the students upon return to regular instruction formats. I assume that many students are 

struggling in some areas as the transition to regular instruction continues. With these 

struggles may come anxiety or lack of confidence which are detrimental to learning and the 

well-being of anyone, children or not. I don't know if more school and more rigorous 

coursework will be beneficial without the initial investment into the students emotional 

readiness. Also, further integration of technology into regular instruction may serve to benefit 

the easing into another remote transition if necessary as the future is uncertain and the 

pandemic not yet in the past. 

 

• Mask efficacy and current use in school is not data based and hinders educational best 

practice; creates stigma and inequality in our society. Mandates are a significant, gross 

overreach of power, coercion, manipulation of adults and students. I hope our district will 

make data based decisions that are in our students best interests for academic success even 

if those decisions are not popular with current govt authorities. Thank you for this 

opportunity. I appreciate these outreach surveys very much. 

 

• More after school help 

 

• None really my daughter has been ok with her special education teachers and learning 

 



• Allowing virtual option to all families every year 

 

• None. Bellmawr’s done wonderfully 

 

• Continue the ELA and Math coaches program in the district and hire additional 

interventionists staff 

 

• As an educator myself, I feel the social/emotional issues students are having due to Covid 19 

are what is most important. Kids lost a year of development. 

 

• I think this year and last year the communication from the administration has already 

improved 100% from what parents were accustomed to. Great job and thank you for all you 

are doing. 

 

• Great work is being done to keep our children safe. I do not see any area for improvement.  

 

• None 

 

• Keeping free lunch and breakfast 

 

• Adjusted scope and sequence for the remainder of the year to provide support for struggling 

students appropriately 

 


